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Jennifer Roberts and Tracy Barrett bring together their respective mastery of scholarship and

storytelling to tell the history of a place, a people, and a culture that has left some of the most

beautiful art, the greatest stories, and the most magnificent cities and buildings that the world has

ever known. The Ancient Greek World uses primary sources such as Homer's Odyssey, Herodotus'

Histories, a Minoan drinking cup, and a child's grave epitaph to present a balanced and lively

narrative history of ancient Greece. A chronology, cast of characters, maps, pronunciation table,

further reading, and index supplement the main text.
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These textbooks have been purchased for 7th grade class in the school where I teach. As a teacher

of the ancient history course, I have been very disappointed by the lack of depth in the information

presented for students of this age group. I can't begin to imagine using this textbook for tenth grade

students, as recommended by the Library Journal in the book description. I think that the reading

level is quite simple and possibly below junior high level. Although it grasps the students attention

and they enjoy reading it, I find this is because most of the information given is anecdotal rather

than providing information that provides a comprehensive view of the ancient world. I am not able to

use this textbook as the framework for our study of ancient history. I need to supplement the



information with notes from a more complete source of the historical story of the ancient world.

Rather than expecting this book to be the backbone of our ancient history study, I think it is more

appropriate as a supplementary source.

This is a great introduction to Greek history for students grades 5-7 in my opinion. It should be used

in conjunction with the student guide to get the most out of it. It is sprinkled with primary sources

and good vocabulary resources. It is anecdotal and brief, but the cast of characters and timeline in

the book are a great jumping off point for exploration in other sources. The fact that it is anecdotal

helps in the practice of critical thinking. It is a wonderful way to continue the discussion of fact vs

opinion in the older grades.

Though this book was good in a lot of ways, it was not as complete as I had hoped it would. It

covered a lot of the territory that my other books covered but I was looking for more information on

the Helenistic World which was influenced and as important as the Classical Period of Greece. That

was covered, but I felt like I was reading a Reader's Digest of their times and culture. For those that

are just beginning to explore the Ancient World of the Mediterranean, it is good, but does not hold

much for someone like me that has more scholarly interests in mind.

I give my granddaughters Barbie dolls for their fun and collection. When I give them I like to provide

some background information. This book accompanied Barbie as a Greek Goddess. The pictures

provided the most informative fun for them. We had read some Greek myths with good illustrations

before we looked at the artifacts and ruins. All in all it was a good experience. I think I probably liked

this book more than they did. But I will say that there were a lot of facts and artifacts. For the older

child, 13 and up, probably more of an interest.

This book in general was a good read (or listen) with a few annoying foibles. Chief in my concern is

the myopic view of history in perceiving it through our postmodern lenses. Writing this book with less

irony, and tedious comments, about womenÃ¢Â€Â™s rights, evils of slavery, and preconceptions of

their science, etcetera. It would have been a good change her editors should have made. The

author picks and chooses which moral indignation to comment on in an obvious feminist fashion.

For instance: her repeated comments about the lack of documents regarding women in antiquity

and how they were relegated to a lower class is quite annoying. And then followed with the rather

apologetic comments on infanticide in ancient Greece make you wonder why the author insisted on



making a political-moral statements. Minus those obvious biases and inconsistencies, it would be a

good read for anyone 7th or 8th grade up.

Assigned summer reading is usually crap but this was informative and actually held my attention

better than the other summer reading book " The Chosen"(Chaim Potok)

My daughter was lost reading this book for school

fine
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